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  David Goldblatt
I should like to offer a few brief comments on the Short Note, "Thoughts
on an Aesthetics of Mud," that may help display its relevance to the
philosophy of the arts and to suggest possible room for further work.
A relatively recent theme in the field of aesthetics has been writing on
everyday aesthetics. 
Among those who have brought this area to the
light of aesthetic inquiry is the associate editor of Contemporary
Aesthetics, Yuriko Saito, and a member of this journal’s editorial board,
Thomas Leddy. Philosophical attention brought to bear on the vernacular
raises issues as to what might count as objects of philosophical attention,
just as essays about junkyards, street art, and anonymous architecture
have proven to be generators of a host of questions, some of which
remain problematic. Mud, being more or less a found object, can launch a
discussion of whether and how everyday aesthetics can enter the realm of
environmental aesthetics.
In the attention paid to mud in the Short Note, questions of context and
the ideal observer go hand in hand. 
Mud has devastated entire villages
when storms along stripped hillsides create slides. Mud seems to be the
core of swamps and quicksand, where mosquitoes breed with sometimes
deadly results. Beauty, among other qualities in these contexts, drops
out. The note, "Thoughts on an Aesthetics of Mud," has emphasized a
context where aesthetic sensitivity, even to an overlooked substance like
mud, is a location for the beautiful without yet entering the area of
philosophy of the arts. What remains is how the move from sensitive
attention to detail and the admiration of an otherwise ignored substance
can be transposed into an artwork, as an aesthetic response and our
response to artworks may overlap but are logically independent.
And, to go further, there are metaphors here suitable for explication from
continental philosophers such as Nietzsche, Foucault, Deleuze and
Derrida, the latter tracing metaphor throughout the history of philosophy.
Sometimes their work is clear as mud. For a writer of a certain
imagination, such as the author of "Thoughts on an Aesthetics of Mud," he
might do well to turn his attention to the history of the many metaphors
associated with mud, some of them having become stale or frozen, and so
more or less literal, thus riding the line between the conceptual and the
poetic. In any case, metaphor is not simply a poetic device but an idea in
and of itself. Mud, for example, had been the name of opium before it
was prepared for smoking. Mud shows or mud operas were the names of
travelling circuses, and we know that mud in your eye is about coffee and
slinging mud refers to dirty politics. As a mere suggestion, any one of
these metaphorical mud-associations contains the seeds of attitudes and
analogies that may bear fruit for a certain style of aesthetics and even for
writing on mud, itself.
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